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Let X ={X (f):OSfcl), n n n SO, be a sequence of square-integrable martingales. The main 
aim of this paper is to give sufficient conditions under which jbf,(A,( t), X,( 1)) dX,( r) converges 
weakly in DIO, l] to jbfo(A,(r), X,(t)) dX,(f) as n + u), where {A,,, n > 0) is some sequence of 
increasing processes corresponding to the sequence {X,, n 2 0). 
weak convergence * stochastic integral * invariance principle * Doob-Meyer decomposition 
1. Introduction 
Let {(X,(t), S,,(C)): 0~ t G l}, n 20, be a sequence of square-integrable martin- 
gales on a complete probability space (a, 9, P), i.e. for each n 2 0, {X,(t): 0 C t G 1) 
is a right continuous martingale with respect to a right continuous complete filtration 
{~~(t):O~t~l}suchthatEX~(1)<~,n~O. 
It is well known that, for all na0, there exists the so-called Doob-Meyer 
decomposition for the submartingale {X’,(r): 0s t c l} (cf. [4, Theorem 5.1]), i.e., 
for all t E [0, 11, 
X’,(r)= m,(r)+A,(r), (1) 
where {(m,(t), 9”(t)): 0~ 1~ l} is a martingale (with respect to t) and A, = 
{A,(t): 0 =S t c 1) is a unique, predictable increasing process. 
For simplicity of consideration we will always assume that 
EX2,(O)=EA,(O)=O, EX2,(1)=EA,(l)=l, n so. (2) 
Let D[O, I] be the space of functions on [0, l] that are right continuous and 
have left-hand limits. We give the Skorokhod J,-topology in D[O, l] (cf. [l]). By 
C(R+ x R) we will denote the space of continuous functions on [0, m) x (-CO, 00). 
In this paper we shall consider sufficient conditions which ensure weak conver- 
gence, in the space D[O, 11, of the sequence of random elements 
‘fn(AJs),X.(s))dX,,(s):O~t~l n>O, (3) 
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to the process Z,,= {Z,(I): 0~ t G l}, where fn E C(R+ x R), n 2 0 and stochastic 
integrals in (3) are taken in the L2-sense. 
The results obtained are extensions of those given in [3], [8], [6] and [7]. 
2. Postulation of the results 
The following limit theorems will be proven in Section 3. We shall adopt the 
notation of Section 1. In what follows C[O, 11, as usual, will denote the space of 
all continuous functions on [0, 11, regarded as a topological subspace of D[O, l] 
(with the uniform topology). 
Theoreml. Foreachn~O,ZetX,={(X,(~),~~(t)):O~t~l} beasquare-integrable 
martingale satisfying (2), with trajectories in the space C[O, 11. Assume that 
(X,,A,) +9 (X,,A,) (weakly) in CEO, l]xC[O, l] as n+co. (4) 
If UT, n 2 0) c C(R+ x R) are functions such that 
fn + f0 as n + 00, uniformly on every compact set (5) 
and there exist corresponding random elements {Z,, n 3 0) in C[O, l] (deJned in (3)), 
then 
2, *a 2, in CEO, l] us n+oo. (6) 
Note that some conditions, concerning the square-integrable martingales 
{X”(t): Oa t s 1) and functions {f”, n z=O}, under which the stochastic integrals in 
(3) exist may be found in [4, Theorem 5.101. 
Remark 1. Although (6) looks like an application of the mapping principle to (4), 
it is not, since the function 
XH ;f(x)dx 
I 
is not even defined pointwise for relevant x E C[O, 11. 
With small changes in the proof of Theorem 1 we shall prove the following two 
theorems (D[O, l] variants). 
Theorem 2. Let {(Xnk, Snk): n 3 1, ka 1) b e a double array whose rows are square- 
integrable martingale difference sequences and let {T, (1): 0 =S t s 1) be deterministic 
(positive integer-valued) functions which are increasing and right continuous. Assume 
that there exists a square-integrable martingale X0 = {X,(t): 0 =S t s 1) in C[O, l] with 
corresponding increasing process A0 = {A,(t): 0 =S t s 1) such that 
(X~,A.)=(~~,‘X.i,~~,‘E(X:il~“i-l)) *a (X,,A,) (7) 
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weakly in D[O, l] x D[O, l] as n + ~0. 1s {h, n 3 0) c C(R+ x R) satisfies (5), then 
+9 ‘f,kMt), X,(t)) dXo(t) I in D[O, l] as new. 0 (8) 
provided the above stochastic integral exists in the L2-sense. 
Theorem 3. For each n 2 0, let X,, = {X,(t): 0~ t s 1) be a square-integrable process, 
in D[O, 11, with independent increments. Assume that 
X, +X0 weakly in D[O, l] 
and, for each t E [0, 11, 
lim EX:( t) = h(t), 
n-cc 
(9) 
(10) 
where h(t) = EXi( t) is continuous function on [0, 11. If {f”, n 3 0) c C(R+ x R) 
satisfies (5), then 
i 
‘f.(EX:(t), X”(t)) dX,(t) +a 
0 I 
‘fo(h(t), Xo(t)) dXo(t), (11) 
0 
in D[O, l] as n + CO, provided all of the above stochastic integrals exist in the L2-sense. 
From Theorem 3 we immediately get the following corollary. 
Corollary. LetX, ={Xn(t): OS 1s l}, n 2 0, be the processes in DIO, 11, with station- 
ary independent increments, whose characteristic functions are given by 
Eexp(iAX,,(t))=exp t [I (eiA”-l-ihu)u-2dK,(u) , 1 
where {K,, n 2 0) are nondecreasing bounded functions (K, (-00) = 0, n > 0). If 
{f,, n 30) satisfies (5) and 
K, + a K. (completely) as n + a, 
then (11) holds. 
Remark 2. The assumptions concerning processes {(X,, A,,), n zO}, presented in 
our theorems, are not far from being necessary for the integral invariance principle 
(6), (8) or (11) respectively. For example if, in Theorem 2, X0 is a standard Wiener 
process W then (7) is a consequence of the necessary condition X, +a W (cf. [2] 
or [W. 
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3. Proofs 
In this section we state and prove some lemmas which are needed for the proofs 
of Theorems l-3. All lemmas are proved under the same assumptions on the 
{(X,,(r), S”(t)): 0 s t s 1, n 2 0}, given in Theorem 1. Therefore we do not repeat 
them explicitly in the formulations of the lemmas. 
For every function fe C(R+ x R) and each C > 0, D> 0, let 
.I-%, x) =f(s, x)hC(s)h”(x), 
where 
for 1~~1s E,
for Iv/> E+l, 
-Y sgn(y)+E+ 1, otherwise. 
Lemma 1. Let {f,, n 2 I} be a sequence offunctions such that fn E C(R+ x R), n 2 1 
andletO=t,<t,<... < f6 = 1, b 2 1, be ajinite (nonrandom) partition of the interval 
[0, 11. Assume that a sequence {(X,(t), S,,(t)): 0~ t 6 l}, n 2 1, of square-integrable 
martingales satisfies the assumptions of Theorem 1. Then, for every E > 0 and each 
C>O, D>O, 
~_~~1:m_P(~~~lz:(f)-ZCD(1)l>E)=0, (12) 
where 
b(r) 
Z(t) = C f:“(A,(tj), X,(tj))(X,($+, A t)-X”(G)), 
j=O 
z:“(t) = 
I 
‘f,CD(A&), X,,(l)) dX,(l), 
0 
b(t) = max{ i: ti s t}, y= max(t;-ti_r). 
IsiSb 
Proof. Let us observe that for each n 2 1 the process {(Z:(l)-Z:“(t), g”(f)): 
0 G t s 1) forms a square-integrable martingale and by Kolmgorov’s inequality 
P 
( 
sup Iz,‘(t)-z$D(t)J> & S E-2E(Z,Y(l)-z~D(1>)2. 
OS,=1 > 
Moreover for every 6 > 0 (cf. [4, Part 5, Section 41) 
E(Z:(l)-Z:D(1))2 
2 
(f:D(A,($),X,,(t,)) -fE"(A,(t),x,(r>)>dx,(t) 
> 
b-l 
=,ZE [f:D(A&), X,(G)) -f:"(An(r), X,,(t))]* dA,(t) 
j=O 
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= “Ii’ E I”+’ [. .]'I( ,,~s~,,+, SUP IXn(S)-Xn(rj)l>S 
.I=0 ‘I 
= R, + R, (say). 
Note that 
SUP Ix(d-xoj)l>~ =rw(KI,3Y)‘a, 
t,GSS,,+, 1 
where 
W(X,r)=SUp{(X(t)-X(S)(:O~s<t~1,t-s~r} 
is the usual modulus of uniform continuity. From this fact and (5) we get 
b-l 
R,sK(C,D) 1 E(A,(t,+,)-A,($))1 SUP bX+X($)t>S 
j=O ( r,=s=sr,+, > 
s K(C, D)E(A,(l) -A,UU)~(wWn, 3~)’ a), 
where K (C, D) is a constant depending only on C and D. But, on account (2) and 
(4), the sequence {A,(l), n 2 I} is uniformly integrable (cf. [l, Theorem 5.41) and 
F? ,lii~ P( w(X,,, 3~) > 6) = 0 (tightness condition). 
Thus 
‘;‘“, Ai”, R, = 0. 
-+ -+ 
On the other hand, 
(13) 
R,s ‘f’ E I” g’(A,(lj+,)-A&), 6) dA,(l) 
j=O ‘I 
b-l 
sg2(8,S)+K(C, D) 1 E 
j=O J ‘j+I I(A,(t,+,)-A,($)> 6) dA,(t) ‘J 
b-l 
=g2(6, 6)+K(C, D) C E(A,(r,+,)-A,(lj)V(A&+J-A&)>~), 
j=O 
where 
g: [O, a) x ro, 00) + co, co) 
and 
g(x,y) =sup{lf‘,CD(t,, X,1--S312, x2)1: n 2 1, I4 - t21sxX, 1x1 -X2l~V~. 
BY (5), {Sn, n 2 l} is equicontinuous on every compact rectangle. Thus 
g*(6,6)+0 as 6+0, 
and by (4) (tightness of {A,, n 3 l}), 
h-1 
C E(A,(rj+,)-A,(t,))l(An($+l)-An(‘j)>a) 
j=O 
~EA,(l)l(w(A,,3y)> a)-+0 
as firstly n + co and secondly y + 0, because the sequence {A,,(l), n 5 l} is uniformly 
integrable. 
Finally 
lj”o & R2 = 0, (14) 
which completes the proof of Lemma 1. 
Lemma 2. Under the assumptions of Lemma 1, for all positive numbers C, D and E 
lim lim P sup [Z:(t)-Z&(t)l>e =0 
y-0 n-m OSl==l > 
(15) 
where 
Z:“(t)= C foCD(A,(tj),Xn($))(Xn(tj+lAt)-Xn(tj)). 
j=O 
Proof. Let V,(x, y) =fF”(x, y) -f,““(x, y). Then 
E(Z(l)-G,,(l))Z 
b-l 
= C EV%Wj), Xn(r,))(X(t,+,) -X&j))’ 
j=O 
b-1 
= C EV%A,(t,), Xn(tj))(An(tj+,) -A,(r,)). 
j=O 
On the other hand EA,(l) = 1, n 20 and by (5), 
max IV,(A,($),Xn(tj))l+O a.s. as n-,cQ 
O=zj==b 
Hence Lemma 2 is proved. 
Lemma 3. Under the conditions of Lemma 1, for every 0 s sI < s2 < . . . < Sk s 1, k 3 1, 
(z&(sI), -%,,(sZ), . . . , z;,,(sk)) 
+9 (Z;(sI), Z;(s2), . . . , Zi(&)) weakly in Rk as n +a (16) 
(i.e. Z,Y, +cd. Z,Y in D[O, l]), where 
Z:(t) = C f,CD(A,(<), Xo(tj))(Xo(tj+l A t)-Xo(tj))* 
j=O 
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Proof. Since f cD is bounded and continuous, Lemma 3 follows from (4). 
Lemma 4. Under the conditions of Lemma 1, 
lim P sup JZ,Y(f)-ZFD(f)J>.5 =0 
Y+O ( OG,;11 > 
(17) 
for every E > 0, where 
Z,““(l) = ‘f:D(Ao(s), X,(s)) dX,(s), t E LO, 11. 
Proof. The proof of (17) is essentially the same as that given in Lemma 1 (with 
A,=Ao,f,CD=fzD, X,=X,, nal). 
Proof of Theorem 1. Observe that by Kolmogorov’s inequality for martingales and 
(2) we get 
P 
( 
sup IX&)(> c 4 c-2, 
> 
P 
( 
sup A,(t)> C SC-‘, 
OS161 OSlSl > 
(18) 
for each n z 0. Hence, taking into account (18) and Lemmas 1, 2, 3 and 4, it is not 
difficult to show that the finite dimensional distributions of the process {Z,(1): 0~ 
t c 1) converge weakly as n + 00, to those of the process {Zo( t): 06 t 6 1). 
Thus, the proof of Theorem 1 will be completed if we show that the sequence 
{Z, n 5 1) is tight in C[O, 11. But, on account (18), it is enough to prove tightness 
of the sequence {Z?“, n 2 l}, for each fixed C > 0 and D > 0. 
Let E > 0 and 77 > 0 be fixed. Define 
K = K(C, D) = s~p{(f:~(x, y)(: (x, y) E R, x R, n 2 1). 
Then by (12) there exists a finite partition 0 = to -=I t, <. . * < tb = 1 of the interval 
[0, l] together with a number noa 1 such that 
P(R’(~,~))=P(~~,[Z:(I)-Z~~(~)ISKE)C~) forall nan,. 
Now, let us choose a number S satisfying 
0<36<,~i&b(fi-fi_,) and P(w’(X,,,6)~e)~q for nan, 
(see [l, Section 141 for the definition of w’ and [l, Theorem 15.21 for tightness 
conditions in D[O, 11). Consequently, for sufficiently large n, 
P(w(-G”, S) 2 IKE) < P( w’(Z,CD, 8) 2 IKE) 
(because 2,“” E C[O, 1 J a.s.) 
s P( w’(Z,y, 8) 3 2Ke) + P( R,Y( E, v)) 
s P([w’(Z,y, 6)22Ke]n[w’(X,, 6) 4 &])+P(w’(X,, 6)z e)+r] 
s O-t277 (because w’(Z3;, 6) s 2Kw’(X,, 8)). 
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Moreover, 
P(~p,/ZC”(r)J~a)IIK(c,D)‘lo2, a>o. 
Thus, for each C > 0, D > 0, the sequence {Zz”, n 2 1) is tight in the space C[O, l] 
(cf. [l, Theorem 8.21) which, as was mentioned above, completes the proof of 
Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. 
distribution 
of (X,, A,) converges weakly to (X0, A,), where we consider D[O, l] endowed with 
the uniform topology. 
Proof of Theorem 3. We indicate only the changes to be made in the proof of 
Theorem 1. Of course, the process X,, from Theorem 3 may be considered as a 
square-integrable martingale 
{(X”(t), a(X,(s), s5 t)): 0~ r~ 1) (in D[O, l]), 
with corresponding increasing process 
A,={A,(t)=EX;(r):O~t<l}, n>O. 
Because of (10) we do not have to use explicitly the tightness condition for the 
proofs of Lemmas 1 and 4. Let us observe that, in this case (see the notation of 
Lemma l), 
b-1 
R,GK(C, D) C E(EX’,(rj+l)-EX’,($))I SUP (X,,(S)-X,,(t,)l>S 
j=O ( tjiS=,,+, > 
sK(C,D)EX;(l) sup P 
( 
sup IX”(S) -X&)1> 6 
Osjsb-1 r,=sssrj+, > 
sK(C, D) sup S-‘(EX2,(tj+,)-EX;(tj))+O. 
Osjsb-l 
as firstly n --, CO and secondly y + 0. 
Similarly, we obtain 
Moreover, it is easy to see that Lemmas 2 and 3 may also be proved under the 
assumptions of Theorem 3. Since there are at most countably many points 1 of fixed 
discontinuity (P[(X,(r), A,(r)) # (X,,(r-), A,(r-))]>O) of (X0, A,,) we may and 
do assume that at points 0 = to < rl -c . + . < lb = 1 (from our lemmas) the limit process 
is continuous. 
Hence Theorem 3 is also a consequence of Lemmas l-4 and (18). 
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